 'ethical' music-making. 
Despite that in most DIY events musicians were plainly dressed, there were instances where either ready-made masks were used, or considerable effort had been put by bands into preparing hand-made costumes and applying elaborate makeup. This was especially the case with 'themed' gigs or events.
The resulting metamorphoses often bordered on the parodic and the grotesque (Figures 1, 2 &  3 ), but this deliberate theatricality had also the effect of fostering a different kind of atmosphere amongst audience members: one of my informants noted that people in the audience expected something 'different' if the band was dressed up, thus stressing the importance of the onstage performance rather than the actual music played. At other times, it served a practical function, such as holding a microphone in place (Figure 4) .
The fact that some of the individuals engaging in this practice were Art students or graduates, might explain the inclination to produce such materials in order to enhance their onstage performance repertoire. Although it would be difficult to claim that these specific music events represented particular kinds of socially-productive rituals, the creative synthesis and presentation of these artefacts was nevertheless an effective form of communication with the audience, as well as an expression of the widely held view amongst the local DIY network that a music event was first and foremost a social occasion. 
